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Physics & Astronomy @ Swarthmore College
24-inch (0.61 m) RCOS telescope: mostly 

exoplanet transit photometry



exoplanet transit candidate: ~1 mmag precision



2011 visit to UvA: APO



it’s windy on the roof



nearly the same set-up as PvdK Observatory





Magnetism and Variability in O Stars

the look of a prophet



Magnetism and Variability in O Stars

C IV DAC... I think I see a 
magnetic field



Magnetism and Variability in O Stars

the mature scientist: ...now 
we’ve measured it



Outline/overview:

θ1 Ori C is a young (< 1 Myr) O7 star 

L/Lsun = 105.4

Mdot ~ 5 X 10-7 Msun/yr



Orion Nebula Cluster - Chandra
color-coded by X-ray hardness

θ1 Ori C: the 
strongest X-ray 
source in the 
cluster



θ1 Ori C is a magnetic O star prototype: 
tilted dipole, confined magnetosphere

X-rays trace the dissipation of 
wind KE in the magnetosphere

Donati et al. 2002

Bp ~ 1000 G

i ~ β ~ 45°



Plasma heating from hydrodynamic shocks
wind kinetic energy converted to heat: T ~ 106 (vshock/300 km/s)2 K 

ud-Doula et al. 2014



X-rays are optically thin line emission

relative line strengths are dependent on temperature and abundance, primarily

“coronal” = collisional excitation followed by spontaneous emission

Chandra MEG

Chandra HEG



θ1 Ori C is a slow rotator, moderate confinement (η✷ ~ 20) = 
DM (dynamical magnetosphere); no centrifugal support
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Petit et al. 2013



tilted dipole: oblique magnetic rotator

pole-on view

edge-on view

some X-rays occulted 
in edge-on view



tilted dipole: 
oblique magnetic rotator

pole-on view

edge-on view

low Hα emission

high Hα emission

X-rays

pole-onedge-on

long. field

pole-on
V. Petit

Gagne et al. 2005



Goals: use multiwavelength diagnostics 
and rotational modulation to probe the 

physical properties of the 
magnetosphere, the shock-physics, the 

wind mass-loss rate...and constrain 
numerical simulations



MHD simulations: 2-D, hemispherical slice

ud-Doula et al. 2014

density temperature X-ray emission



3-D MHD simulation: log Temperature

from A. ud-Doula



Orion Nebula 
Cluster - Chandra

Chandra

small effective area (poor sensitivity)
but very low background and very well calibrated

response to photons with hν ~ 0.5 keV up to a few keV 
(corresp. ~5Å to 24Å)
spectroscopy (R < 1000 corresp. >300 km/s)

kT = hν gives 
T ~ 12 X 106 K 

for 1 keV

Chandra grating spectroscopy



Line ratios as temperature indicators

ζ Pup�

θ1"Ori"C"Mg XII Mg XI

Mg XII / Mg XI is proportional to temperature

Chandra spectra of prototype non-magnetic (zeta Pup, top) and magnetic (θ1 Ori C, bottom) stars



Line widths from gas kinematics

Chandra spectra of prototype non-magnetic (zeta Pup, top) and magnetic (θ1 Ori C, bottom) stars

ζ Pup�

θ1"Ori"C"

> 1000 km/s

non-magnetic O stars: vline ~ vwind but MCWS: vline < vwind  

~ 200 km/s



Overall level and hardness of X-ray emission

amount of wind material fed into the 
magnetosphere

efficiency of shock heating (duty cycle of 
shock build up vs. fall-back/downflow)

specific kinetic energy: shock velocity 
(pre-shock wind velocity)  

from ud-Doula et al. 2014

affected by:



traditional approach: spectral modeling 

fit to Chandra spectrum

collisional-radiative equilibrium model (APEC): temperature and emission measure 
are free parameters, along with line widths and (potentially) abundances



emission measure: traditional normalization 
of X-ray emission spectra



traditional approach: spectral modeling 

fit to Chandra spectrum

zoom-in: black = model; red, blue = data (two grating arrays on Chandra produce two 
spectra, simultaneously)

data - model agreement is quite good



Spectral modeling 

fit to Chandra spectrum

best-fit model parameters: temperature distribution in the plasma, line widths, absorption

line widths ~ 300 km/s

ISM column density ~ 6 X 1021 cm-2 
(maybe a bit more than ISM)

work presented here is 
preliminary



Spectral modeling 

fit to Chandra spectrum

temperature distribution

from the APEC spectral fit

35 MK

2 MK



Spectral modeling 

Emission Measure (EM) distribution

APEC spectral fit
from 3-D MHD simulation

The overall amount of hot plasma produced in the MHD 
simulations is in good agreement with the data (but a 

factor of 3 too high); the temperature distribution 
is in good agreement, too.  



rotationally modulated X-ray variability 



X-ray light curve: phase coverage: new data (11 new pointings (N. 
Schulz, PI) to supplement 4 in Gagne et al. 2005)

work presented here 
is preliminary

X-rays: 
occultation 
causes the 
magneto-
spheric 
eclipse



Look at the most pole-on and most edge-on observations

X-rays: 
occultation 
causes the 
magneto-
spheric 
eclipse



Spectral modeling: coadded 4 observations ea. pole-
on and edge-on

emission measure distributions



Spectral modeling: coadded 4 observations ea. pole-
on and edge-on

emission measure distributions

consistent with occultation of hot plasma in edge-on phase



Spectral modeling: coadded 4 observations ea. pole-
on and edge-on

emission measure distributions

consistent with occultation of hot plasma in edge-on phase

warm plasma due to embedded 
wind shocks in unconfined wind



Spectral modeling: coadded 4 observations ea. pole-
on and edge-on

emission measure distributions

consistent with occultation of hot plasma in edge-on phase

warm plasma due to embedded 
wind shocks in unconfined wind

EWS in unconfined, 
polar wind

EWS in unconfined, 
polar wind



A different way to extract information from the X-
ray spectrum

new paper: Gayley 2014

DEM (temperature distribution) tells us about the heating and cooling’s combined effects

MCWS X-ray production physics and models are fundamentally about the heating 

Because the cooling is primarily radiative, we can in some sense correct for it



new paper applying the Gayley method to non-magnetic O stars with 
embedded wind shocks: see today’s Massive Star News!



ratio of line emissivity to 
total emissivity: line 

luminosity “branching ratio”

line luminosity shock heating 
probability



A different way to extract information from the X-
ray spectrum

Impulsively heated plasma in the magnetosphere cools radiatively, emitting photons in all 
lines with characteristic temperatures equal to or less than the shock temperature

The spectral line luminosities naturally provide a cumulative distribution of shock 
strengths

And the heating rate normalization is naturally expressed as a mass-loss rate times a 
shock efficiency factor



Shock heating rate for each line vs. temperature 
probed by the line

warm plasma due to embedded 
wind shocks in unconfined wind

work presented here is 
preliminary



Np(T) derived from the Chandra spectrum - 
fraction of wind that is shock-heated

assumes Mdot = 5e-7 (~1/3)

must be corrected for fraction of the wind that’s confined (~1/2)

and corrected for the tilted surface field reduction in mass-flux 
(~1/3)

comparison of the ADM and MHD simulations - duty cycle/efficiency 
factor (~1/5)

Np(T) ~ 0.01 @ 20 or 30 MK



Conclusions:

X-ray properties of θ1 Ori C remarkably 
consistent with MHD simulations & analytic 
MCWS/ADM models

rotational modulation of X-rays consistent with 
occultation in edge-on view but lowest-
temperature plasma component due to EWS in 
polar wind

shock-heating rate measurement: efficiency 
factor/duty cycle + mass-loss rate 



Magnetism and Variability in O Stars

the prophet was right!



Extra Slides 
(answering audience questions)



Other magnetic O stars: HD 191612 (Of?p)
X-ray luminosity almost as high as θ1 Ori C

Nazé et al., 2007, MNRAS, 375,145



Broadband X-ray spectra: HD 191612

Nazé et al., 2007, MNRAS, 375, 145

spectrum softer than θ1 Ori C



HD 191612: some very hot plasma
but mostly cooler (few 106 K)

Nazé et al., 2007, MNRAS, 375, 145

plasma with
T ~ 20 million K kT ~ 3 keV 

(35 million K)

θ1 Ori C

plasma with
T ~ 2 million K



X-ray light curve: focus on the stochastic, short-term variability

variability of < 10% 
consistent with 3-D model: 
lateral structure



3-D MHD simulation: what about absorption? 

pole-on view

edge-on view

optical depth - in ADM model



Spectral signature of absorption in NGC 1624-2 

during 
edge-on 
low state

from V. Petit

Of?p with giant magnetosphere


